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ULTIMATE STRESS& 'D~.vELoPED'RY 24s~-T’ SHEZT ' ' 
. . I 

IN INCOMPL-FTR DIAGONAL TENSION.‘ .~ ,. .. : : 
.i * L 

_ _ 

By Paul Kuhn 

. SUMMARY 

Tests were made on 18 shear panels of 24S-T aluminum 
alloy to verify the dependence of the ultimate stress on 
the degree of development of the diagonal-tension field.. 
Tests were made on two thicknesses of sheet with the she.e.t. 
either clamped between the flange angles or riveted to the 
outside of the angles. - -. . . . I .I 
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INTRODUCTION . 
. 

.* 1 7' 

When the shear web of -a,.built-up:bea-m. fails, it is 
usually in a state of stress somewhere between two limit- 
ing cases. One limiting case is the so-called shear- 
resistant web, in which no buckling occ.urs -and the external 
shear load is reacted t'o .by..true .shear.:s.trcss.es in the 
web . . The 'other .l'imiting ,c.ase is the 'pure diagonal-tension 
web- , inwhich the. external shear load.is 'reacted toby, the. 
verticsi' components .of diagonal-tension stre.sses fn t,he'. 
web. . . . . _ ' _: _ _ 

. . . . - 
In these:two.limiting cases, 'the stress condition in 

the web is simple and easily calculated. At .any interme- 
diate stage, the stress condition is' very 'complicated. 
It is customary, however, to calculate for reference pur- 
poses a fictitious or nornIna shearstress as though the 
web did not buckle and worked in true shes.r, In order to 
avoid.sonfusion with true ,shear.stresses, such n0rnina.l.. 
shear stresses will be referred.to..as "web",.stress.6s 
throughout this paper. 

. . . . . 
'- . :- . . . . -. --. I' . -I't-~: ~ :I . . 

For a shear-resistant web,. the allowable web stress 
'all is equal to..the ultimate shear stress, "ult that. . 
the material can'.&evelop: For a ticb'fn'pure'diagonal ten- 
sion,, the'dllowal;le"w~b~stre-s is: equal to one-half the. 
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ultimate tensile stress ault that the material can de- 
velap, 'under the assumption that the uprights are not in- 
clined and the flanges are not too flexible. The differ- 
ence between the ultimate shear stress and one-half the 
ultimate tensile stress is not very large for any given 
material; no reasonable method of interpolating between 
the two limiting cases can therefore be very much in error. 
In reference '1 the interpolation formula 

. . - _,. 
La.5 sGg;es'te'd, where k . _. is the diagonal-tension factor 
that gives, the fraction of the total shear carried by ; 
d1agona.l tension. (A- more detailed explanation of the 
factor, k is given in reference '1.) 

The present paper describes some tests made to verify 
the validity of formula (1) and discusses some other fac- 
tors that need to be considered in the stress analysis of 
shear webs. 

, .  

.  .  

L.. .  TEST SPEC~IME'~S ':AND' TEST' PMCEDURE . -' . . a- . :. .: . . . . 
. - 

Th,e' test specimens consi'sted of 24S-T 'aluminum-allay 
Panels 10, linc.hea square; 
inch, and 0.02'5 inch. 

twh ,thickneases were used, 0.040 
-These spsc,i'mens were fastened by. two 

methods to the. square-frame--arrangement s,hown'in f'fgure 1. 
For most of the tests, the sheets were laid betwee'n "tie' 
steel angles and the angles were then bolted together. 
For the.last two series of tests, the sheets were laid on 
the outside of the angles and were riveted on with.,,.3/16- 
inch braz'ier-head rivets, . : . 

In.nrdor to make the panel9 fail at.various stages 
of incomplete,diagona>.tension,~.the,sheets'were stiffened 
by a varying-number of_Bteel,barg~b~~ted.to.bot~ sides of 
the sheet. These bars..just.t+ched the,steel angles of 
the frame and consequently did not contribute to-the 
"shear stiffness" of the frame. .' ' 

. . . 

'khe 
. 

strkss“c'oncent&a%ion ili ths,we.b':dk6't.o flexibil- 
ity of the flanges (reference l', .equation '(3)) was less. 
than 3'percent in the-.wc,rst cases. (9.0.40-in. sheet without 
stiffeners). The test lqads.were produced by;.pulling t-he 
frame from twe diagonally opposite corners at an av'erage 
rate af about 1600 pounds per minute. 
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All necessary data for the test specimens are given 
in table 1. The critical stresses given in this table 
are based on the assumption that the individual sheet pan- 
els or subpanels are held fully clamped by the angles and 
bY the stiffeners. The critical stresses are nominal in 
that Young's modulus was not replaced by a reduced modulus 
at high stresses; such a correction is believed to be un- 
justjfied at-present because the basic theory of incomplete 
diagonal tension (reference 1) contains no correction of 
this nature. 

The test panels were cut from three different sheets. 
Ultimate strengths were determined for each sheet from 
three of each of the following types of control specimen: . . 

(a) Standard tensile specimens cut parallel to t>ie 
grain 

(b) Standard tensile specimens cut perpendicular to 
the grain 

(c) Perforated tens?le specimens cut parallel to the 
grain . 

(d) Perforated t ensile specimens cut perpendicular 
. to the grain 

The perforated specimens mentioned under (c) and (d) 
were strips with a width equal to the bolt pitch in the 
test'frame; each specimen had a hole drilled in the mid- 
dle.that was filled'with, the same size-bolt as that used 
Jn th,e. frame. These specimens evaluated the atress- 
copcsntration effect at ultimate loads; this effect is . 
small but not negligible, as shown by the test results. . 

'TZST RZSULTS 

'The results 'of the panel tests are given in table 2. 
. Prom the diagonal .load F exerted on t:he frame, the 

'web stress (nominal' shear stress} exerted'cn a panel is 
calculated by the expression . . 

7 = 0.707 Pjat . .. (2 1 

where a is the side of the square, meag.ured bet.ween the 
center lines of the hinge pins, anti t the thickness of 
the sheet. 

,,.- _. - ..Y. y.- ..-.w_.. -i-v-- 
.- 
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. . . . . 
The ddagbnal>tension fac'tor is, given in..refe.rence 1 

by. the expre.ssibn . .- ..' . . 
. . : ,, . . . _ . - L - ; = (1’ -, .&/T >p 

:, 
,, .:. . . . (3) 

where the subscript cr 'indicates critical'stress: The 
exponent n- is given by equation (10) of reference 1 as 

* . -. : . 
n = 1 f 50,/T : - 

. Since the edge members consisted of'very heavy angles in 
the-tests under discussion, this expression reduces to 
n=l for these tests. (See reference 1.) . . 

The rivet factor is taken *as 

C, = (p - d)/p = 1 - nd (4) l 

where p is the pitch of the rivets in one row, d the 
diameter, and n the number of rivets per inch. , . a7 

The maximum kleb stress in the sheet is given by 

’ 7 max =, T /cr -.. (5) - 

The stresses ~~~~ were re'dpcedsto the minimum 
guara'nteed p.ropert.-i.es of the ,materia? by multiplying them 
by the ratio 62 s OOO/,%lt 3 where.-cr,it. is'the stress 
developed by the corresponding standard.tens'ile sp.kcimens 
cut normal to the grain. The cqntrol.spec,ime,ns cut nor- 

,mal to the grain were chosen b.ecause..re‘ference 2 specifies 
that' coupons may be cut from the sheet. in any' direction; 
the strength normal.to the grain is-i-therefore., control- 
ling because it is the smallest cne. 

The reduced values of 'the web stresses developed in 
the tests are plotted in figure 2(a) for the 0.040-inch 
SPecjnens and in figure 2(b) for the 0.025-inch specimens. 
These figures also show the straight line representing 
formula (1) with the material properties from reference 3 

' for 24S-T aluminum alloy: namely, . Tult =. 37,000 pounds 
per square inch"and bul't ,=‘ 62,000 pounds per square inch, 
resulting in ,' 

Tall = (37,000 - 6000 k)'pounds per square inch (la> . 

. 
I 

- 5 
I f 

-., *- r L 

The'points plottedeat k =. 1 'are,the results of the ten- I 
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. sion tests on the perforated specimens and represent the 
averages of the tests parallel and perpendicular to the 
grain. 

_ _ I,ISCUSS& OF TEST SkJLTS 

Figure 2(a) shows that the web stresses developed by 
the 0.040-inch sheet riveted to the outside of the flange 
angles agree very closely with-formula, (la). The test 

-points-for the same 
gle s 

sheet clamped.between the flange.an- 
lie on a'parallel line 

ure 2(b) shows 
about 10 percent higher. Fig- 

that the web stresses developed by the 
0.025-inch sheet are roughly the same as the stresses de- 
veloped by the: 0.040-%nch sheet as long as the stress con- 
dition is closer to diagonal tension than to shear 
0.5). 

tk > 
\fhen th,e stress condition approaches the condition 

o.f shear (k = O)., however, the stresses dbvel@ped by the 
0.025-inch sh-eet are appreciably -lower -than the stresses 
'developed by the 0.040-inch skeet, and formula (la) becomes 
unconsesvative for sheet riveted to the outside of the 
.flange angle. .The stresses develoljed by the sheet'clamped 
between a.ngles average about 15 percent higher than the 
stresses developed by the sheet riveted to the outside of 
the angles.. 

The results indicate very consistently that sheet 
clamped between the flange ang1e.s can develop higher 
stresses than sheet laid on the angi'es, Twd gossible ex- 
planations may be offered for the difference in'strength. 
One .explanatica is that, wit?; the sheet clamped between 
the angles, friction may transmit some of the load and 
reduce the averagi stress before it reaches the reduced 
net.section along the rivet line. The second exgianation 
is as follows: Failure occurs in places where the aver- 
age web stress is increaSed locally. There are tvc causes 
for local increase of stress: the reduction of cross 
section.by the rivet holes, and the bending stresses 
caused by the,diagonal-tension folds. 'Ihen the sheet is 
laid on the angl.es, the folds extend across the rivet 
line and both causes of stress increase are active in the, 
same region. Yhen the sheet lies between the angles, 
however, the fo,lds are stopped before reaching the rivet 
line and thus cannot add their detrimental effect to the' 
increase of stress caused by the reduction,in net section 
along the rivet line. 

-The second explanation would not apply if the stress 
- I 

_-- ----__1- _ .- I ,. .n.es.~r?----- *-rc--l-m - 
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condition were true shear without buckling. In these . 
tests, however, buckling always occurred ~311 before the 
ultimate load was reached. As pointed out previously, 
the critical shear stresses given in table 1 are not cor- 
rected for the reduction in Young's modulus occurring at 
high-stresses and'consequently do not represent the true 
buckling stresses for all cases. 

No explanation has been found for the relatively low 
stresses developed by the 0.025-inch sheet at low values 
of k: 

It should be mentioned that the use of formula (4) 
for the rivet factor is somewhat arbitrary and sanctioned 
chiefly by usage. Formula (4) is based on the assumption 
that failure occurs at the minimum section, that is, along 
a line connecting the center lines of the rivets. Test 
.observations indicate that this assumption does not hold 
very well for diagonal tension, even when only very in- 
completely developed. Failure in such cases tends to be' 
along a zigzag line' between rivets and indicates that a 
different rivet factor should be used for such cases. 

Another question on the exact method of correlating 
te'st results arises when the tests on control specimens 
given in table 3 are examined. These tests indicate sev- 
eral factors, commonly neglected thus far, that may have 
to be con'sidered when the accuracy of test correlation is 
to be increased. One factor. is the difference between 
with-grain and cross-grain properties. Although the ex- 
istence of this factor is .generally recognized, test logs 
seldom state how the control strips were cut with relation 
to the grain. Another factor to be considered is the fact 
that the ductility of the material is not quite sufficient 
to eliminate the stress concentration around a hole at . 
ultimate stresses. Finally; the stress-concentration fac- 
tors vary, and this variation may offset the variation in 
strength of the material. Comparison of the 0.04&inch 
specimens cut parallel to the grain indicates, for instance, 
that t,he material used for 'series 2 was s'tronger than the 
mater.ial used for: 'series l., but the increase in strength 
'of material was mor-e than offset by an increase in the 
stress-concent'ration factor. . . -. . . 

. * '. . ,. 
.: ApPLr(-jAT'OjT'.-TO !C%E kN=rLYsIs or' z.PkH WXBS - . 

. .m 

The web of a beam is not .only subjected ta;shear 
loads but participates in the bending action of the beam. 
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The results obtained on shear panels may therefore require 
some modification before they are applied to the analysis 
of beam webs. Few useful test results are available thus 
far and, in some cases, additional questions of analysis . 
arise. A tentative conclusion based on the few data avail- 
able is that the web stresses which can be developed-in a 
beam are about 5 percent lower than the web stresses which 
can,be developed in a shear panel. It should be emphasized, 
however, that in shallow beams, where the depth of the 
flange angles is relatively large-compared with the depth 
of the beam, the question of computation of the web stresses 
is by no means settled. 

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Langley Field, Va., October 29, 1941. 
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BASIC DhTA ON TEST SPECIMKNS 

S-mot bolted betwoan angles I 

i 

I 
1 
2 

1 
s 
G 

x 

190 

0.05335 
.0390 
.0392 
-0405 
-0400 

0.25 
3.87 
1.W 
1.69 
2.42 

3,310 66,900 
9,830 66,900 

46,400 66,900 
49,500 69,000 
24.400 69.000 

1.00 
2.13 
4.08 
4.88 
3.41 
3.00 
1.00 
4.88 
a.60 
0.60 

--- 

.0398 

.08X75 

.02365 

.02375 

8.25 
8.26 
1.60 

3;390 
1,207 

16,QOO 
51,500 
51,500 

69;OOO 
69,530 
69,530 
69.530 
69;530 

.96 

.9G 

Sheet riveted to outolde of angles 

I 
I 

II 0.0237 I 0 I 10.00 69,530 
69,530 
69,530 
69,530 . 
69.530 

1.00 14.00 
1.00 14.00 
8.00 8.13 
a.00 8.10 
4.71 0.25 
1.00 '14.00 
2.10 9.40 
4.'71 8.25 

a15 
815 

so, 000 
30,300 
10,520 

2,500 
7,420 

32,300 

12 
1U 
14 
I.5 

.0235 0 10.00 

.O23ti 5 1.25 
-0237 6 1,25 
.0235 3 2.12 
.or,15 0 10.00 
.0414 1 4.75 
.OGl 3 2.12 

es;600 
68,600 
68,600 

16 
17 
1l-i 

--- 
3 From cunLro1 opockens perpendicular 

to .pnin. 
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TABI 2 

RZSELTS OS' PANEL TESTS 

Tsblea a,3 

Specinen 
(lb/& in.) 

Xagonal- Raduced 
tension t 
factor, 

k (lb&%.) 

3hcat bolted between angles 

1 17,540 31,500 0.90 38,SOO 36,000 
3" 18,OGO 32,630 .70 .oo 40,200 37,300 

19,560 35,280 43,500 40,300 
: 21,700 37,900 .20 .OO 46,700 42,000 

19,240 34,000 41,900 37,mo 
7" 17,860 31,700 39,050 

11,480 
.96 .89 35,100 

34,150 42,050 37,500 
9" 12,053 

11,560 
;;,yg 

3516-70 

.53 .co 44,400 39,600 
A&2,400 37,800 

10 12,303 .oo 44,000 39,250 

Sheet Piv8t6d to outside of angles 

11 9,440 2S,200 0.97 34,800 31,020 
12 9,m 29,500 .9? 36,400 32,450 
13 .05 39,200 34,950 
14 

10,600 31,600 
10,100 3G;loo .oo 37,300 33,100 

15 10,4&o 31,400 .66 38,900 34,500 
:7" 17,080 29,100 35,800 32,400 

18 
17,640 30,130 

.75 .91 
37,100 33,600 

19,380 .33,350 .03 41,350 37,100 

1, = 7/Cr = I/O.KGL. . 
2 Reducod to minTmum Zjuarantmd gropprties. 

TAi%T j 

Tensile strength ti'ih grain 
(lb/sq 1%) 

70) coo 

74,670 

63,cm : 1.c4-2 65,900 

0,3&O-inch sheet, arias 2 

67,530 
I 

1 .x7 
I 

53 ,ooo 

3.025-'z:4 c-ti3t 

70,930 6%,sm 
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(a) Sheot 0.040-inch thick. (b) Ehcet 0.025-In&i thick. 
Figure 2.- Web atresses devclopcsd by 848-T eheet. Straight line 

is formula l(a). Exporlmental atron#ea are reduced to 
mlnlmzm guaranteed propertim. 

. 
w 

k-l-4 
1/a hole 

1 

a fillers 

Figure l.- Bbear frame. All dimeneions in incboe, 

S/l6 bolts throushoutl nil anglee tart 

a x 8 x 114 x ia fed. 
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